CSI: Gainesville
Test Autopsy

1. What grade did you make on this test? __________________________

2. Is this test a reflection of your knowledge? _______ yes _______ no
   If no, why not?
   _____________________________________________________________

3. What factors led to the grade you made? Respond to each statement.
   - I spent enough time preparing for this test. ___yes ___no
   - How much time did you spend studying? _____________
   - I studied over several days rather than cramming. ___yes ___no
   - I studied the correct material. ___yes ___no
     If no, what should you have studied?
     ___________________________________________________________
   - I had enough information about the test to prepare properly.__yes__no
     If no, what information did you need?
     ___________________________________________________________

Adapted from “Test Post Mortem”, Melodye Wiens, 1997.
National Association of Developmental Education.
• I do well on this type of test.  __yes  __no
If no, describe a better testing circumstance for you.

__________________________________________________________________________________

• I feel the material was adequately covered in class.  __yes  __no
If no, what material needed to be covered more thoroughly?

__________________________________________________________________________________

• My class attendance was adequate in order to acquire needed information.  __yes  __no

• I feel that test anxiety prevented me from doing my best.  __yes  __no
If yes, how can this problem be prevented in the future?

__________________________________________________________________________________

• I think that my grade was based on luck rather than on my ability.  __yes  __no

4. If you had the option of retaking this test, what would you do the same? What would you do differently?

The same:

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Differently:

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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